New postings in Urdu on capitalist breakdown and war, France’s Yellow Vest protests

27 December 2018

The World Socialist Web Site is pleased to announce publication of Urdu translations of four recent WSWS Perspectives.

The first two Perspectives were published in November to mark 100 years since the end of the First World War. They illustrate the parallels between the breakdown of world capitalism at the beginning of the last century and today, and explain that the only through the revolutionary mobilization of the international working class can imperialism be prevented from hurling humanity into an even more catastrophic conflagration.

For the Urdu translation of “The armistice of November 11, 1918 and the lessons for today” click here; and for that of “Great powers commemorate First World War, and plan the next one” here.

The WSWS Perspective “Which way forward for France’s ‘yellow vest’ protests?” is also now available in Urdu; as is “Washington’s censorship regime goes global: Facebook deletes WSWS post on Sri Lanka.”

The former can be accessed here. For the latter, click here.
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